Monogamy in humans has fascinated and puzzled both social and natural scientists for decades. Research has focused on the evolutionary pressures that may have selected for monogamous traits, the potential adaptive functions of monogamy, and determinants of monogamy at all levels of analysis from cells to cultures. Among nonscientists, monogamy has been an important topic of discussion from a host of diverse perspectives for centuries, including moral, ethical, religious, political, and cultural perspectives. Many long-standing and current debates among U.S. politicians in what has been referred to as the "culture war" focus on the role of monogamy within the context of religion, marriage, and family life (Brandon, 2013) . Monogamy clearly represents an important scholarly topic in the biological and social sciences and continues to be a flash point for the general public.
The interest in monogamy as a social and mating system in humans is somewhat surprising, given the relatively low prevalence of this trait across the globe. Estimates based on ethnographic analyses (Dow & Eff, 2013; Marlowe, 2000) have suggested that the incidence of monogamy as a defined cultural standard is relatively rare. According to these analyses, 82% of cultures permit men to marry multiple women, 1% permit the converse (i.e., women are permitted to marry multiple men), and 17% of socioethnic groups have monogamous marriage as a cultural norm. The actual incidence of monogamy as a relationship system, as a proportion of the population, among humans is probably higher than 17%, given that while single male:multiple female marriages or relationships are permitted in cultures classified as polygynous, most men do not have sufficient resources to support more than one wife or partner, or not all males choose to have multiple female marriages.
The present review explored the neurobiological mechanisms underlying the traits associated with monogamy as a social system from a comparative perspective, focusing on our closest genetic relatives, the nonhuman primates (NHPs). Considerable knowledge regarding the evolution, ecology, and neurobiology of monogamy has emerged from laboratory studies of prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster ; Carter, Devries, & Getz, 1995; Freeman & Young, 2013; Johnson & Young, 2015) . While informative on a number of levels, the vole model has notable limitations regarding our appreciation of the evolution and ecology of monogamy and its underlying neurobiology. In primates, including humans, social complexity is thought to play a large role in the elaboration of the primate brain, especially aspects of the "social brain" Platt, Seyfarth, & Cheney, 2016; Seyfarth & Cheney, 2002) . As a consequence, the processing of social information, the capacity and duration of social memory, and the potential for social flexibility and conditional social responses are particularly sophisticated in nonhuman primates, and are thus more likely to reflect similar processes in humans. As a consequence, if we are interested in searching for the "fingerprints" of natural selection on the social brain, and in scrutinizing those aspects of the social brain that predispose some species or individuals to engage in monogamous versus nonmonogamous relationships, then the study of our closest genetic relative may be the best heuristic for understanding human monogamy.
Our goal in this review was to explore the neurobiological substrates of monogamous social relationships in primates. While we recognize that decisions about engaging in monogamous versus nonmonogamous sociosexual relationships in humans are not limited to heterosexual partners Macedo, 2015; Whitton, Weitbrecht, & Kuryluk, 2015) , the NHP literature focuses primarily on male-female relationships, and our discussion is thus limited to this context. We begin by exploring some definitional issues in the study of monogamy and why this topic has been somewhat intractable to study from a scientific perspective. We follow these definitional issues with a discussion on the diversity of mating systems, their evolutionary and phylogenetic origins of monogamy in nonhuman primates, and the specific behavioral traits that comprise monogamous relationships in NHPs. The review includes a detailed analysis of the neural and endocrine substrates that underlie the social traits that lead to, or are a consequence of, monogamous relationships in NHPs. We provide a roadmap for exploring the neurobiology of the social brain in humans, with the goal of identifying features of the primate social brain that are relevant to individual social decisions about investment in, and fidelity to, a partner in a relationship.
Definitional Issues in the Study of Monogamy
The first definitional issue in the study of monogamy involves identifying the biological level being addressed (Gowaty, 1996) . At its most fundamental definition, monogamy can be defined at the level of genes: genetic monogamy. According to this definition, monogamy is present when the genes contained in gametes from one individual combine only with the genes contained in gametes from a second individual. This fundamental definition has little to do with either the common notion of monogamy or the use of the term in natural and social sciences. Further, it can also lead to some interesting conundrums. For instance, consider an invertebrate species with external fertilization in which males and females are completely solitary, never engage in a single social interaction, and distribute sperm and egg into the environment. If gametes from one individual only combine with gametes of one other individual, this species would qualify as monogamous. Alternatively, an otherwise loving and committed human couple who conceive via in vitro fertilization from an unrelated sperm or egg donor would not qualify as genetically monogamous. While popular culture suggests that extrapair (i.e., nonmonogamous) paternity is frequent, recent analyses have suggested that these rates are low both historically and in contemporary times, at least in Western cultures (Larmuseau, Matthijs, & Wenseleers, 2016) . Nonetheless, departures from genetic monogamy do occur in human populations.
A second level of monogamy can be defined as sexual monogamy: partners engage in exclusive sexual interactions with each other. Sexual monogamy is viewed as the cultural norm in most Western societies, despite the relatively high prevalence of polygamy across human societies. Monogamy and nonmonogamy are often viewed as two sides of the same coin, yet a growing number of people (4% to 5% of Americans; Conley, Ziegler, Moors, Matsick, & Valentine, 2013) are adopting another approach, called consensual nonmonogamy (i.e., an agreement between two partners that one or both of them will have other sociosexual relationships). Among human couples that would categorize themselves as monogamous, the incidence of sexual relationships outside an established couple indicates that sexual infidelity occurs annually among 2% to 4% of couples (Fincham & May, 2017) . From the perspective of animal research, the classification of species as sexually monogamous versus nonmonogamous is limited by the observational acuity and persistence of the observer, and there are many examples of cryptic mating outside monogamous relationships (Arnqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2005; Digby, 1999; Griffith, Owens, & Thuman, 2002) .
The most common level of analysis for monogamy excludes the strict criteria of genetic and sexual monogamy: social monogamy. We explore the details of social monogamy in detail in this review, but, briefly, it is characterized by a number of important features, including spatial and temporal proximity of a single male-female pair, exclusion of unfamiliar adult individuals from the home range, corearing of offspring, and the existence of a strong social attachment (pair bond) between the adult male and female. This multivariate definition of monogamy poses its own issues with regard to measurement and classification of species and/or individuals as socially monogamous, in the following sense: Biologists and psychologists that study unidimensional and univariate traits have a relatively simple task in terms of definition and measurement of the trait of interest. A biologist interested in measuring canine tooth length in a carnivore, body mass in a rodent, or the color and intensity FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK of redness in the sex-skin swelling of a female baboon simply needs a caliper, a balance, or a spectrometer. A psychologist studying emotional intelligence, reaction time, or brain activity requires an emotional intelligence scale, a stopwatch, or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). As we will see in this review, monogamy is anything but a simple unitary trait. Biologists or sociologists studying social monogamy in nonhuman animals or humans have a much more difficult task. Social monogamy can involve numerous elemental components, including partner preference, sexual jealousy, cohabitation, coordinated activity, social support, distress upon separation, partner fidelity, and a host of other social profiles. The following question is therefore critical: Does a species (or individual) need to express all elements, some elements, or only one element to be classified as socially monogamous? We make clear in our discussion that just as there are both species and individual differences in unitary traits (canine length or reaction time), there can be important differences within and among species in the way that the component elements of social monogamy are expressed. This notion is not new (e.g., Díaz-Muñoz & Bales, 2016; Mendoza, Reeder, & Mason, 2002) but provides an important conceptual tool to understand the neurobiological substrates of these traits associated with these social relationships.
In our review, we refer to this approach as monogamy à la carte. The concept derives from two strategies of preparing and ordering meals at a restaurant: ordering a full meal with appetizers, main meal, and dessert that are set and invariable (prix fixe) and ordering individual items one by one from the menu (à la carte). By way of analogy, there is a revolution in the discussion of the diagnosis of mental disorders, moving away from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), which has broad definitions of mental disorders that are treated as unitary phenomena (e.g., autism, schizophrenia) toward what is referred to as research domain criteria (RDoC; Insel, 2014; Insel et al., 2010) . This latter approach identifies and dissects individual components or phenotypes of a mental disorder (e.g., are affective/emotional systems or language function altered in a person?). For example, it is more likely for basic and clinical scientists to gain insights into the neurobiological basis of emotional dysregulation as a phenotype than to discover meaningful biological correlates of the broad clinical diagnosis of "depression." In the same way, therefore, students of social monogamy are more likely to find neurobiological substrates of individual components of social monogamy (e.g., mate guarding, male responsiveness to infants, social preference for a partner) than they would in an unfruitful search for the neural substrates of "social monogamy."
This review first documents the distribution of social monogamy among NHPs, and summarizes current, but certainly still controversial, hypotheses regarding the evolutionary selective pressures that may have led to one or more of the cluster of traits associated with social monogamy. The bulk of our discussion focuses on what is known about the underlying neurobiology of these traits individually. The main section of the review explores the knowledge base regarding pair-bonding, mate guarding, social attachment, and biparental care. From the mechanistic side, we review the available data for five major endocrine, neuroendocrine, and neurotransmitter systems: sex-steroid hormones, glucocorticoids, the hypothalamic neuropeptides oxytocin and vasopressin, dopamine, and opioid-like neurotransmitters. A brief summary of these five neurobiological measures can be found in Table 1 for readers who are interested in refreshing their memories. This presentation makes it immediately apparent to even the casual reader that there are many gaps in our knowledge of primate social neurobiology, and many cases in which mechanisms associated with social monogamy have been assessed in only one or a few socially monogamous species.
Phylogenetic Distribution of Social Monogamy
In Western societies, individuals are accustomed to identifying their romantic relationships as monogamous; this view is often regarded as a hallmark trait of human romantic relationships. Yet both within and across human societies, the presence and rigidity of monogamy is anything but universal, and more broadly, the presence of monogamy is a relatively rare mating system found across all mammals (Kleiman, 1977) . While approximately 90% of bird species are classified as monogamous (Cockburn, 1998) , less than 10% of mammalian species are classified as monogamous (Kleiman, 1977; Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013) . The distribution of social monogamy across mammalian clades is also widely variable. For instance, nearly one-third of primate species are recognized as monogamous, while ungulates, including giraffes, pigs, hippos, deer, cattle, and whales, have very few species characterized as monogamous (Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013) . This variation in mammalian monogamy raises an important question concerning which evolutionary and social pressures select for, or favor, monogamy. Living in social groups may be a requisite for social monogamy, but, importantly, social living itself does not explain the presence or likelihood of monogamy. Nearly one-quarter of nonmonogamous mammalian species live in social groups and possess sophisticated social relationships (Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013) . Notwithstanding this rich social complexity found among primates, the ecological, social, and neurobiological components that constitute monogamy remain a stimulating and puzzling evolutionary question for biologists, psychologists, and sociologists alike.
The evolutionary history of mating systems in NHPs shows that both monogamy and polygamy have emerged independently across many separate primate families. Of the two primary mating strategies, polygamy emerged first. Computational models suggest that harem polygyny was among the first of these strategies to have evolved in the NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY strepsirrhines, (prosimian primates including lemurs, lorisoids) originally in loris around 42 million years ago (mya) and later again in lepilemurs about 36 mya. Monogamy later emerged in lemur families around 28 mya, followed by New World monkeys (NWMs) around 26 mya, and finally among the gibbons around 19 mya (Opie, Atkinson, & Shultz, 2012;  Figure 1 ). Given the phylogenetic distance and broad ecological differences among primates, it is likely that monogamy emerged in response to multiple ecological and life-history conditions. Therefore, it should not be surprising if the social phenotype of monogamy varies considerably across primate species as well.
How Might Evolution "Select" for Social Monogamy and Its Associated Traits?
The evolutionary causes and consequences of social monogamy in primates require that monogamous traits confer greater reproductive and social advantages than would otherwise result from simply maximizing the number of mating opportunities. Social monogamy is inherently complex and multifaceted; there is no master key and lock answer to explain all forms of monogamy. However, the diversity of social living in NHPs offers exciting opportunities to explore some of the social and biological nuances that facilitate strong social bonds and monogamous relationships. NHPs live in a variety of social environments ranging from solitary nocturnal living to living in large social groups with hundreds of individuals. Thus, given that monogamy is an amalgamation of many social phenotypes, there are many perspectives through which one can view monogamy.
The emergence of monogamy, especially in primates, has been viewed through several theoretical lenses, including female sociospatial dispersion (monogamy is common in cases where females are intolerant of other females and are distributed spatially so that males are unable to secure access to multiple females; Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013) ; and predation and male infanticide (monogamy is associated with high risk of infanticide; Opie, Atkinson, Dunbar, & Shultz, 2013a; Shultz, Opie, & Atkinson, 2011) . Each of these perspectives has engendered robust debate (de Waal & Gavrilets, 2013; Dixson, 2013; Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013; Opie, Atkinson, Dunbar, & Shultz, 2013b) , and there is likely some merit for both in accounting for the multiple cases of independent evolution of (1) androgens (testosterone and its precursors; e.g., androstenedione, DHEA), (2) estrogens (primarily estradiol, but also upstream and downstream steroids estrone and estriol), and (3) progestogens (progesterone). These compounds are synthesized primarily in the testes, ovaries, and corpora lutea, respectively, although some synthesis can occur either peripherally in the adrenal cortex or centrally in the brain. In the brain, steroid hormones bind with intracellular receptors, and these complexes subsequently act in the nucleus as a factor to alter DNA transcription and ultimately neuronal function.
Glucocorticoids
In all primates, the most common glucocorticoid (GC) hormone is cortisol. Cortisol is synthesized in the adrenal gland and released into circulation, controlled by a regulatory system that involves hippocampal control of hypothalamic releasing hormone (CRH) and pituitary trophic hormones (ACTH). Like sex steroids, GCs affect cell function via intracellular GC receptors and regulate a host of organismal end points, including metabolism, immunology, cardiovascular function, and cognitive and behavioral responses. Glucocorticoids thus regulate peripheral metabolic responses to stressors and mediate important elements of mood, emotion, sensory processes, and cognition in the brain.
Oxytocin and vasopressin
These closely related nine-amino acid neuropeptides are synthesized in the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus. The genes regulating the synthesis of oxytocin (OT) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) are located in close proximity on the same chromosome, and the neuropeptides differ by only two amino acids. Classic peripheral actions of these neuropeptides -smooth muscle contractions in the uterus and mammary gland (OT) and conservation of water and vasoconstriction (AVP)-are mediated by release from the posterior pituitary into the general circulation. Hypothalamic neurons synthesizing OT and AVP also project widely to important regions in the "social brain," including the amygdala, nucleus accumbens, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and the anterior cingulate cortex. The neuropeptides are classic neuromodulatory agents, altering the likelihood of neural activity (either enhancing or inhibiting) in the regions in the brain where they are released.
Dopamine
The catecholamine neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) is synthesized primarily in two major regions of the midbrain: the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental area. The former is involved in motor regulation, while the latter regulates primary reward mechanisms (although there is growing evidence of overlap in substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area projections). Like the neuropeptides, DA is a modulatory neurotransmitter, altering the probability of action potentials in regions involved in reward processes, associative learning, and cognitive function through mesolimbic and mesocortical projections.
Opioids
Neurons throughout the brain synthesize endogenous opioid-like neuropeptides in three families: endorphins, enkephalins, and dynorphins; likewise, receptor targets for these peptides are distributed throughout the brainstem, cerebellum, midbrain, and forebrain. Many of these peptide-receptor connections are implicated in pain perception, but the distribution of neurons and receptors in regions relevant for the social brain (e.g., nucleus accumbens, limbic system, and multiple lobes of the cerebral cortex) implicates opioids in social processes, especially social reward.
Note. Several neuroendocrine and neurotransmitter systems are implicated in regulating some of the important features of social phenotypes, including those associated with pair-living, socially monogamous primates. In the social brain, these systems interact in complex ways to produce social behavior and ultimately contribute to the formation and preservation of social relationships. Here we provide the fundamental properties of each system. FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK monogamy in primates. The multiple forces that "select" for monogamy across species and across contexts would be expected to generate variants of the behavioral phenotypes that are displayed among monogamous primates, as well as the neurobiology that regulates these phenotypes. The term monogamy has been used as a catchall for describing social organizations (i.e., pair-living), social relationships (i.e., male-female attachment), and mating systems (i.e., exclusive monogamous mating). While these components are often overlapping, they do not necessarily always covary (Tecot, Singletary, & Eadie, 2016) . Here, they serve as an illustration of "monogamy as a menu." Some monogamous species cohabit as a male-female pair but do not form an enduring emotional bond (Schülke & Kappeler, 2003) , while others engage in pair-living and mate monogamously (Huck, Fernandez-Duque, Babb, & Schurr, 2014) . There is no single social repertoire that describes all monogamous primates; however, we can examine broad categories of behavior that typically constitute monogamous relationships. There are four broad social Figure 1 . Distribution of social systems across primates with classifications derived from Lukas and Clutton-Brock (2013) . Gray lines represent polygamous taxa; red lines represent taxa that show one or more social features associated with monogamy; i.e., "monogamish" *(tip of the hat to Dan Savage). This primate phylogeny was assembled using data from 10kTrees (Arnold, Matthews, & Nunn, 2010) and visualized using Mesquite (Maddison & Maddison, 2001) . Representative genera from Old-World monkeys (OWMs), Hominoids, New-World monkeys (NWMs), and Prosimians are presented.
NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY features that are "on the menu" in primate monogamy: (1) pair-bonding, (2) mate guarding, (3) social attachment, and (4) biparental care. By characterizing the behavioral repertoire of various socially monogamous primates, we will be able to assess the regulatory roles of the neurobiological systems that may underlie each behavioral trait associated with monogamy and the social brain.
Neurobiology of Primate Social Monogamy
The ecological and social factors associated with the transition from group living to pair living may have finetuned the brain's neuroendocrine systems to maintain strong individual male-female relationships; following the emergence of monogamy, the development of strong social bonds and biparental care has further shaped the social brain and behavior of primates. Given the importance of brain evolution on primate social phenotypes (Dunbar, 2009; , one would expect the evolution of unique neurobiological substrates that regulate the different behavioral facets of social monogamy across primates. Despite the high prevalence of monogamy in NHPs and the important translational status of NHP models for human sociality, investigations into the neurobiological substrates that underlie monogamous relationships are still in their infancy and are only beginning to be uncovered (Bales, Mason, Catana, Cherry, & Mendoza, 2007) . Much of the spotlight for the biological mechanisms underlying monogamy has rested primarily on sex steroids (i.e., androgens and estrogens) and neuropeptides (e.g., oxytocin [OT] and arginine-vasopressin [AVP]). Notably, the steroid/peptide theory of social bonds provides a conceptual framework for the integration of these neuroendocrine systems (van Anders, Goldey, & Kuo, 2011) . While the interaction between sex-steroid and neuropeptide systems is certainly vital to regulation of social features associated with primate monogamy, several other neuroendocrine systems have also been identified as important modulators of monogamous relationships in NHPs, including glucocorticoids, catecholamines (e.g., dopamine), and opioids. Here, we discuss the multiple interacting neuroendocrine systems that regulate essential "menu items" associated with monogamy, including behavioral indicators of pair-bonding, mate guarding, social attachment, and biparental care (Table 2) .
Pair-Bonding
The most conspicuous features of an established monogamous relationship in NHPs are the behavioral manifestations of a pair bond between two individuals, which include high levels of mate-directed sociality and a partner preference. High-quality social interactions with a mate are, not surprisingly, critical to both the development and the preservation of an enduring bond (Carter et al., 2006) . In NHPs, mate-directed sociality is characterized by high rates of physical contact, affiliative behavior (e.g., grooming, food sharing), and sexual behavior (Ågmo, Smith, Birnie, & French, 2012; Kleiman, 1977; Mason & Mendoza, 1998; Schaffner, Shepherd, Santos, & French, 1995; Smith, Ågmo, Birnie, & French, 2010) , not unlike human relationships. A pervasive and reciprocal preference for a long-term partner over an opposite-sex stranger (i.e., partner preference) is the second hallmark of a pair bond (Buchanan-Smith & Jordan, 1992; Carp et al., 2016; Fernandez-Duque, Valeggia, & Mason, 2000) . Sexual exclusivity to a long-term mate is threatened when one or both members of a pair spend time with an opposite-sex stranger, especially if it is at the expense of spending time with a long-term mate (Digby, 1999; Garber, Porter, Spross, & Di Fiore, 2016; Huck et al., 2014) .
While a robust partner preference is important for monogamy, it is not necessarily required. Some NHPs (e.g., titi monkeys) consistently show a preference for their long-term mate over an opposite-sex stranger (and even over individuals they were formerly bonded with) , while other NHPs (e.g., marmosets, tamarins) have more flexible partner preferences. Marmosets and tamarins are notorious for their expression of high levels of sociality within their family unit, yet, unlike the rigid partner preference in titi monkeys, marmosets and tamarins will engage in affiliative and sociosexual behavior with opposite-sex strangers in some contexts (Baker, Bales, & Dietz, 2002; Baker, Dietz, & Kleiman, 1993; Epple, 1990; Garber et al., 2016; Goldizen, 1988; Schaffner & French, 2004; Sussman & Garber, 1987) . Both males and females will opportunistically interact with an opposite-sex stranger (e.g., when their mate is absent or their visual access is occluded; Inglett, French, & Dethlefs, 1990 ), yet there are also sex and species differences in the expression of affiliative, sexual, and aggressive behavior as a result of social status, social context, and duration of pair bond (Anzenberger, 1985; Evans, 1983; Smith et al., 2010) . Thus, marmosets and tamarins engage in both monogamous and facultative polyandrous mating strategies, suggesting that a categorization of either monogamous or nonmonogamous oversimplifies their complex behavioral repertoires.
Sex Steroids. The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis has important physiological functions, including the regulation of growth and reproductive processes (Mooradian, Morley, & Korenman, 1987) , as well as the acquisition and maintenance of sexually dimorphic traits in males and females (Cooke, Hegstrom, Villeneuve, & Breedlove, 1998; MacLusky & Naftolin, 1981) . Thus, the HPG axis has the potential to regulate some of the key behavioral traits associated with monogamy. In particular, the class of steroid hormones that includes estrogens and androgens (i.e., sex steroids) has potent effects on brain and behavior, notably on competition and aggression in the context of male reproduction, as well as on female reproductive behaviors FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK Nunes et al., 2000; Nunes et al., 2001; Prudom et al., 2008; Ross & French, 2011; Ross et al., 2004; Ziegler et al., 2011; Zeigler et al., 2005; Testosterone agonist Digby, 1999; Kendrick & Dixson, 1983; Ziegler et al., 2005) Estradiol agonist Fisher-Phelps et al., 2015; Hennessy et al., 1995; Nunes et al., 2001; Ross & French, 2011; Ross et al., 2004; Rukstalis & French, 2005; Smith et al., 2011) CRH-1 antagonist French et al., 2007) Neuropeptides Oxytocin c ↑ 0 (Finkenwirth et al., 2015; Fisher-Phelps et al., 2016; Snowdon et al., 2010) Oxytocin agonist Cavanaugh et al., 2015; Cavanaugh et al., 2014; Mustoe et al., 2015; Saito & Nakamura, 2011; Taylor & French, 2015) Oxytocin antagonist NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY (Hau, 2007; Wallen, 2001 Wallen, , 2005 . In human males, there is a wealth of literature showing the reductions in testosterone in pair-bonded men and fathers compared to single men (Burnham et al., 2003; Gettler, McDade, Agustin, Feranil, & Kuzawa, 2013; Gray, 2003; Gray, Ellison, & Campbell, 2007; Kuzawa, Gettler, Muller, McDade, & Feranil, 2009; McIntyre et al., 2006; van Anders & Goldey, 2010; van Anders & Watson, 2006 . Given the importance of androgenic steroid hormones to both the organization of neural structures underlying sex-typical behavior in primates (Smith, Birnie, & French, 2013) and the activation of aggressive and reproductive behaviors in males and females (Muller & Wrangham, 2004; Wallen, 2005) , this section focuses on the impact of estrogens and androgens on pair-bonding behavior in NHPs.
In the wild, marmosets are known to form male-female monogamous pairs as well as multiple-male:single-female polyandrous groups (Ferrari & Digby, 1996) , but they rarely exist in groups composed of two breeding females (Digby, 1995a) . In a naturalistic lab study, marmosets were housed in both male-female and multiple-male:single-female groups (only groups consisting of two related males were tolerated; Schaffner & French, 2004) . While male marmosets in polyandrous groups were less frequently in proximity with the female and copulated more frequently with the female than monogamous males did, there were no differences in testosterone concentrations between polyandrous males and monogamous males (Schaffner & French, 2004) . This suggests that marmosets engage in both monogamous and facultative polyandrous mating strategies, that males do not monopolize the female in polyandrous groups and show remarkably low aggression, and that testosterone levels do not explain the behavioral differences between monogamous males and polyandrous males Goldizen, 1988) .
In NHP species that engage in pair-bonding and biparental care, there is a clear trade-off for males during the postpartum period. Because some NHP females experience a relatively quick postpartum ovulation, changes in males' testosterone levels in response to a postpartum ovulation provide a crucial test of this trade-off hypothesis. If a partner ovulates shortly after parturition, there is a clear and direct benefit to allocating reproductive effort toward mating. Yet if a female's ovulation occurs later after parturition, there is a significant advantage to allocating reproductive effort toward offspring care, and it appears that testosterone may mediate this differential allocation of reproduction effort in male NHPs. Male tamarins whose partner ovulated within two weeks postpartum had a greater concentration of testosterone than males whose partner ovulated more than two weeks postpartum (Nunes, Fite, Patera, & French, 2001) , suggesting that variation in testosterone during the paternal care period may be associated with a partner's fertile period rather than response to infants.
While male marmosets have a natural behavioral sensitivity to ovulatory cues from their female partners (i.e., increased sexual behavior during their partner's periovulatory period; Kendrick & Dixson, 1983) , there is mixed evidence that male marmosets experience changes in testosterone secretion in response to a females' reproductive cycles (Schaffner & French, 2004; Ziegler, SchultzDarken, Scott, Snowdon, & Ferris, 2005) . However, it is clear that social condition greatly impacts this response. In both paired and single males, but not fathers, exposure to the scent of a novel ovulatory female increased males' testosterone levels and sexual arousal relative to exposure to a vehicle scent (Ziegler et al., 2005) . This suggests that male marmosets are behaviorally sensitive to changes in the scent of their female partners across the reproductive cycle, and that testosterone secretion by the HPG axis may play a significant role in this response. Female marmosets, however, are sensitive to changes in estradiol levels. In ovariectomized females, treatment with preovulatory levels of estradiol increased, while treatment with midluteal levels of progesterone virtually abolished, proceptive and receptive behavior (testosterone had no effect; Kendrick & Dixson, 1985) . These results suggest that in pair-living NHPs, both males and females appear to be sensitive to neuroendocrine changes in the female across her ovulatory cycle.
Neuropeptides. The neuropeptides OT and AVP are critical and pervasive regulators of physiological and reproductive processes across the life span (Argiolas & Gessa, 1991; Knobloch & Grinevich, 2014) . These two neuropeptide systems are implicated in a host of brain regions involved in attachment, parental care, reward, aggression, and social memory (Gimpl & Fahrenholz, 2001; Ludwig & Leng, 2006; Sofroniew, 1983; Stoop, 2012 Stoop, , 2014 , all of which are critical behavioral elements of monogamy. For these reasons, OT and AVP are prime candidates to be unique regulators of mate-directed sociality and partner preference in NHPs. In voles, there is pronounced interspecific variation in the density and distribution of the OT receptor (OTR) and the AVP 1a receptor (V1aR) that reflects differential social organization and mating strategies (i.e., monogamous versus nonmonogamous; Barrett, Keebaugh, et al., 2013; Insel & Shapiro, 1992; Ophir, Gessel, Zheng, & Phelps, 2012) . A comprehensive sampling of central neuropeptide circuits in NHPs has yet to be accomplished, although information is available for a few species, including marmosets, titi monkeys, rhesus macaques, and humans. OT and AVP receptors are distributed across several sensory-processing centers, indicating that neuropeptides are important modulators of visual and multimodal processing in primates (Freeman & Young, 2016; French, Taylor, Mustoe, & Cavanaugh, 2016) . In all the surveyed primates, the OTR and V1aR are also widely distributed throughout the social decision-making network, yet there are strikingly different profiles for these receptors across species, potentially reflecting both species-level differences in social structures and mating systems (Freeman & Young, 2016; French et al., 2016) . This marked interspecific FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK variation in the expression of OT-ergic and AVP-ergic neurons, their central projections, and the density and distribution of cellular receptors, potentially guides important differences in social phenotype, including monogamy, across primates.
Recent studies have attempted to evaluate whether AVP and OT systems across primates are associated with monogamy. In the gene that codes for V1aR, high interspecific variability has been associated with the presence of monogamy in New World monkeys (Ren, Chin, & French, 2014) . New World monkeys show even greater variability in the OT system, not only in the gene that codes for the OTR but also in the gene that codes for the structure of the OT ligand itself (six distinct OT ligand variants have been identified in New World monkeys) . The structural differences in the OT ligand in New World monkeys has led to a recent surge of interest in the evolution of these OT/ OTR systems in light of the fact that (1) New World monkeys have an especially high proportion of species (60%; Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013 ) that exhibit monogamous characteristics and (2) OT is a crucial neuromodulator of behavioral elements underlying monogamy (e.g., affiliation, social bonding, reproduction, parental care). Two independent studies have demonstrated coevolution between differences in OT ligand structure and variability in the OTR across primates; in turn, this OTR variability has been associated with the occurrence of both social monogamy (Ren et al., 2015) and paternal care (Vargas-Pinilla et al., 2015) in New World monkeys. Moreover, the substantial variation in the OTR across humans, gibbons, and New World monkeys suggests that monogamy may have evolved by independent molecular mechanisms in primates (Babb, Fernandez-Duque, & Schurr, 2015) . In humans, polymorphisms in the OTR (SNP rs7632287) and V1aR (RS3 microsatellite) genes have also been linked to the expression of behaviors associated with monogamy, including pair-bonding and marital quality (Walum et al., 2008; Walum et al., 2012) . Notably, OT and AVP genes contribute to the expression of behavioral traits that comprise monogamy in humans and NHPs, and the molecular data corroborate the point that the evolution of the OT and AVP systems corresponds, at least in part, to the evolution of the social elements comprising monogamy in primates.
In addition to the association between the genetic makeup of the OT and AVP systems with monogamous characteristics among primates, the activity of these neuropeptides has been directly associated with the behavioral features of pair-bonding in NHPs. OT synthesis and release appear to be interwoven with the expression of mate-directed sociality in NHPs. In cotton-top tamarin pairs, basal OT levels are positively correlated among paired males and females; moreover, the pairs with the highest basal OT also displayed the greatest amount of affiliative and sexual behavior (Snowdon et al., 2010) , suggesting that the magnitude of mate-directed sociality is highly associated with OT synchrony across time. However, it is still not known whether or how quickly OT levels change following individual behavioral interactions, or whether OT is a cause or consequence of social interactions. These findings also parallel what is known about OT and human relationships, where high levels of circulating OT are positively related to the tendency to express/share feelings with a partner (Tops, van Peer, & Korf, 2007) , and warm physical and emotional partner contact (Grewen, Girdler, Amico, & Light, 2005) , but have also been linked to relationship quality (Holt-Lunstad, Birmingham, & Light, 2015) and relationship distress (Tabak, McCullough, Szeto, Mendez, & McCabe, 2011; Taylor, Saphire-Bernstein, & Seeman, 2010) . While OT synthesis and release are clearly associated with the expression of mate-directed sociality, the role of OT in social behavior is not necessarily limited to pairliving NHPs. In nonmonogamous chimpanzees, the quality of kin and nonkin relationships has been associated with OT fluctuations (Crockford et al., 2013; Finkenwirth, van Schaik, Ziegler, & Burkart, 2015; Wittig et al., 2014) . These data suggest dyads that engage in greater levels of affiliative behavior are most likely to share stronger social bonds and show the most similar OT responses, and this may be true for monogamous and nonmonogamous primate alike.
The use of selective OT and AVP agonists and antagonists strengthens our interpretations that the OT and AVP systems are intricately involved in the regulation of behavioral traits that comprise monogamy. In newly formed marmoset pairs, blocking endogenous OT activity reduces mate-directed sociality, while administration of intranasal OT increases a partner preference (Smith et al., 2010) . The OT system also appears to regulate mate-directed sociality in well-established marmoset pairs. When male and female marmosets receive intranasal OT they attract more social interest from their untreated pair-mate (Cavanaugh, Huffman, Harnisch, & French, 2015) , which suggests that OT induced changes in the stimulus properties of marmosets, rendering them more attractive as social partners. Thus, OT treatment may be a means to enhance social interest in long-term relationships, not only by enhancing motivation to engage in affiliative behavior with a partner but also by enhancing the attractiveness of a social partner.
In addition to enhancing the quantity and quality of interactions with a mate, reducing the level of sociosexual interest in opposite-sex strangers is obviously important for maintaining a monogamous relationship. In marmosets, intranasal OT facilitated fidelity by reducing time spent in proximity with, the expression of sexual solicitation toward, and the expression of food-sharing behavior with an opposite-sex stranger (Cavanaugh, Mustoe, Taylor, & French, 2014; Mustoe, Cavanaugh, Harnisch, Thompson, & French, 2015) , thus preserving mate exclusivity and promoting a partner preference. Thus, in social contexts when marmosets have the choice to interact with either their long-term mate or an opposite-sex stranger, administration of OT appears to diminish the motivation to interact with an opposite-sex stranger (Cavanaugh et al., 2014; Mustoe et al., 2015) , potentially reducing the likelihood of extrapair NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY sexual encounters and the formation of a new bond.
Together, these findings demonstrate that pair-bonding can be accomplished not only by augmenting affiliation with a mate but also by reducing interactions with opposite-sex strangers.
The role of the AVP system in the regulation of behavioral features associated with monogamous relationships in NHPs has been surprisingly understudied given its relative importance in prairie vole pair-bonding (Barrett, Keebaugh, et al., 2013; Pitkow et al., 2001 ), but existing data suggest that AVP may enhance both male titi monkeys' motivation to interact with their long-term mate, as well as reduce their motivation to interact with an opposite-sex stranger (Jarcho, Mendoza, Mason, Yang, & Bales, 2011) . The role of AVP in female titi monkey social behavior has not been examined.
The OT and AVP systems appear to have an integral role in pair-bond formation and development, as well as in the regulation of behavioral traits that are critical for pair-bond maintenance in well-established pairs. While these two neuropeptides have well-known roles in reproduction and physiology (Blanks & Thornton, 2003; Caruolo, 1971; Landgraf & Neumann, 2004) , there is growing support that they are critical regulators of social behavior. It is clear that OT and AVP have pervasive roles in social, emotional, and cognitive processes, regardless of mating system. However, it is also abundantly clear that the two neuropeptides are intricately linked to the expression of mate-directed sociality and a partner preference in NHPs, suggesting that they may have a unique role in pair-bonding. Dopamine and Opioids. The development and continued persistence of social attraction and affiliation among pair-mates is predicated on the notion that interactions among long-term partners constitute socially rewarding events. As a consequence, attention among neuroscientists has turned to the study of brain reward mechanisms that may be relevant for explaining these relationships. Two systems in particular have been explored in this context: dopamine (DA) circuits, which mediate reward processes in the mesolimbic and cortical regions of the brain, and the endogenous opioid system, which mediates pain processing and reward valence throughout the brain. These brain regions have clear implications for the expression of pair-bonding behavior (monogamous mating may even be partially responsible for connecting the brain's reward system with the brain's social systems) (Aragona, Liu, Curtis, Stephan, & Wang, 2003) . This section reviews the crucial roles of DA in several behavioral characteristics that underlie monogamy, including mating, partner-preference formation, and motivational behavior.
There are notable behavioral similarities between drugseeking behavior in addiction and social-seeking behavior in animals that display strong social ties (Insel, 2003; Machin & Dunbar, 2011) . Periods of euphoria, habituation, and withdrawal have been described in both addiction and romantic attachments (Machin & Dunbar, 2011) . In the same way that drug addiction occurs through the hijacking of neural systems in place to mediate natural reward, both aversive and rewarding social interactions may likewise be influenced by the brain's complex reward mechanisms Eisenberger, 2012; Insel, 2003) . It has therefore been hypothesized that the reward system in the brain, mediated by DA and opioids, may have been co-opted for social purposes (Anderson, 2007; Curtis et al., 2006; Fuxe et al., 2012; Insel, 2003; Jacob, 1977) . This "tinkering" of existing neural machinery has produced more diverse and complicated social behaviors, including the expression of the behavioral characteristics underlying monogamy (Anderson, 2007 (Anderson, , 2010 Fuxe et al., 2012; Insel, 2003; Jacob, 1977) .
Research in prairie voles has informed us that both DA and OT activation in the nucleus accumbens (a key region of the mesolimbic reward system) is critical for the formation of a partner preference (Aragona et al., 2003; Aragona et al., 2006) . Administration of DA antagonists directly into the nucleus accumbens of prairie voles can block the formation of partner preference, while administration of a DA agonist can elicit a partner preference in situations where it would be not expected . These findings suggest that DA activity in the nucleus accumbens is necessary for the formation and maintenance of pair bonds. Monogamous voles have higher levels of OTRs in the nucleus accumbens than do a closely related polygynous species (Insel & Shapiro, 1992) , and there is evidence that OT and DA may also communicate in the medial prefrontal cortex to regulate social attachment (Smeltzer, Curtis, Aragona, & Wang, 2006 ). Thus, receptor-level connections between the OT and DA system provide a clear pathway for the convergence of social-related stimuli (via the use of the OT system) with reward (via the use of the DA system).
Surprisingly little is known about the roles of DA in NHP behavior. However, the similarities in DA receptor distribution between prairie voles and primates, and the proposed links between neuroendocrine systems of known importance in NHP social behavior (i.e., OT) and DA, indicate that these chemical messengers likely play an important role in the regulation of pair-bonding. Brain imaging studies in NHPs have revealed regions of interest that are activated in response to social cues. Male marmosets exhibit altered brain activation patterns when exposed to the odors of sexually receptive females compared to exposure to nonreceptive female scents (Ferris et al., 2004) . Because these brain regions are intimately linked with the DA system, their activation in response to a sexual cue provides indirect evidence that the DA system mediates sexual behavior in pair-living NHPs.
To date, two neuroimaging studies have assessed changes in the brains of NHPs in response to pair-bonding. Male titi monkeys had decreased glucose uptake in the nucleus accumbens and the ventral pallidum (but not the lateral septum) within 48 hours of pairing with a female after social isolation (Bales et al., 2007) , suggesting that the process of FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK heterosexual bonding in titi monkeys is associated with functional changes in DA-related circuits within as little as two days following pairing. More direct evidence for the role of the DA system in titi monkey pair-bonding has been unearthed more recently. The expression of D1 receptors in the lateral septum (but not the nucleus accumbens or the ventral pallidum) was increased in male titi monkeys one to two months after pairing with a female compared to a period of social isolation (Hostetler et al., 2017) . These results point to one of two potential conclusions: (1) male titi monkeys' mesolimbic reward system is sensitive to changes in their social environment broadly or (2) there is a unique dopaminergic signature that contributes to NHP pair-bonding, much in the same way that the DA system regulates pair-bonding in prairie voles.
There is also evidence DA plays a role in human social and romantic behavior. Humans in romantic relationships show brain activation of the reward system in response to viewing a picture of their long-term partner (Aron, 2005; Fisher, Aron, & Brown, 2005; Scheele et al., 2013) , and men treated with OT show enhanced activation in response to this stimulus relative to pictures of familiar and unfamiliar women (Scheele et al., 2013) . This suggests that the rewarding properties associated with interacting with a romantic partner may be mediated by neural signaling that is specific to partner-specific cognitive processing. Furthermore, the connections between OT and DA observed in voles may also be expressed in humans, as treatment with OT influences brain activity in DA-rich brain areas, potentially by enhancing the social salience of one's partner (Scheele et al., 2013) .
While much of the support for the role of the DA system in partner-specific cognitive processing and matedirected sociality comes from neuroimaging studies, genetic studies have also indicated that the DA system is influential in human pair-bonding. Polymorphisms in the DRD4 gene are associated with individual differences in measures of sexual promiscuity and infidelity (Garcia et al., 2010) . Additional studies have suggested while polymorphisms in serotonin-signaling genes are associated with differences in possessive or dependent love in human couples, DRD4 polymorphisms significantly predict differences in intense love, physical attraction, and emotional attachment to a romantic partner (Emanuele, Brondino, Pesenti, Re, & Geroldi, 2007) . Together these findings suggest the role of DA in pair-bonding may be conserved among monogamous primates, including humans, and highlight the potential importance of the reward system both in processing social stimuli and in the expression of pair-bonding behavior. Furthermore, these studies also indicate that there may be differences in how social interactions with a romantic partner are processed, relative to nonromantic social companions. Finally, the overlap between DA and OT signaling systems in the primate brain hint at the complex and interwoven roles of these systems in shaping social predispositions with romantic partners (Skuse & Gallagher, 2009 ).
There are complex interactions at the neuronal and brain circuit level between OT, DA, and the opioids (Kovacs et al., 1987; Machin & Dunbar, 2011) . Thus, these three systems may work in concert to produce positive, rewarding effects in response to social cues, while preventing the body from habituating to this effect, as is seen in opioid addiction (Machin & Dunbar, 2011) . The role of opioid signaling in social behavior may have been co-opted from its functions in regulating pain relief and negative affect. Opioid system activation may elicit behaviors to reduce social pain and isolation, thereby encouraging social interactions (Machin & Dunbar, 2011; Panksepp, Nelson, & Bekkedal, 1997) . This hypothesis, referred to as the brain opioid theory of social attachment (BOTSA), is bolstered by behavioral and emotional similarities observed between narcotic addiction and social relationships (Insel, 2003; Machin & Dunbar, 2011; Panksepp, 1998) .
The opioid system appears to be involved in the maintenance of social behavior in NHPs in a variety of contexts beyond pair living. Endogenous levels of opioids (specifically β-endorphin) increase in response to social grooming in peer groups (Keverne, Martensz, & Tuite, 1989 ), a critical component of NHP social relationships. Pharmacologically blocking the endogenous opioid system results in enhanced levels of grooming solicitations, while activating μ -opioid receptors decreases grooming solicitations (Fabre-Nys, Meller, & Keverne, 1982; Martelle et al., 2007; Meller, Keverne, & Herbert, 1980) . These findings suggest that the brain attempts to maintain an optimum balance in opioid tone, thereby (a) increasing social behavior (accompanied by endogenous release of opioids) when the system is blocked and (b) decreasing social behavior (and opioid release) when the system is artificially activated (Nelson & Panksepp, 1998) . Opioids influence infant behavior directed toward the mother in a similar manner to peer-peer interactions. Blocking endogenous opioids in infant monkeys increases mother-directed social behaviors, including contact calling and physical contact, while activating μ -opioidreceptors reduces these vocalizations (Kalin, Shelton, & Barksdale, 1988; Kalin, Shelton, & Lynn, 1995) . Opioids may play a particularly important role in social behaviors involving touch as a way to facilitate and maintain bonds (Dunbar, 2010; Machin & Dunbar, 2011) .
The role of opioids in touch-based interactions in NHPs, coupled with its importance in mother-infant attachment, highlights the potential for opioids to facilitate social behaviors associated with monogamy. In monogamous prairie voles, blocking the opioid system generally, or μ -opioid receptors specifically, in the dorsal striatum, prevents the formation of a partner preference (Burkett, Spiegel, Inoue, Murphy, & Young, 2011) . In male titi monkeys, treatment with a nonspecific opioid antagonist decreases levels of grooming between established pair-mates. This reduction in affiliative behavior is also observed when titi monkeys were administered a μ -opioid receptor agonist (Ragen, Maninger, Mendoza, Jarcho, & Bales, 2013) . Blockade of the opioid system appears to differentially affect monogamous species NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY compared to nonmonogamous primates, as it does not increase the amount of affiliation between pair-mates in NHPs (titi monkeys) or rodents (prairie voles), unlike its effect on grooming behavior in nonmonogamous primates (Burkett et al., 2011; Ragen et al., 2013; Resendez, Kuhnmuench, Krzywosinski, & Aragona, 2012; Shapiro, Meyer, & Dewsbury, 1989) . This finding suggests that differences in the opioid system may reflect differences in social structure and mating system rather than phylogenetic relatedness.
While treatment of male titi monkeys with a μ -opioid receptor agonist did not affect total amount of contact between pair-mates, it did alter mate-directed sociality. μ -opioid receptor stimulation was associated with a decrease in males initiating contact with their partners and a decrease in females breaking contact with their partners (Ragen, Maninger, Mendoza, & Bales, 2015) . This suggests coordination of behaviors between pair-mates may potentially underlie some of the differences observed in the effects of μ -opioid receptors activation on social behavior between monogamous and nonmonogamous species.
Mate Guarding
As monogamous NHPs transition from the formation period to a more well-established relationship, they begin to use behavioral strategies aimed at preserving and strengthening their pair bond. One such strategy is mate guarding, which includes the expression of selective aggression toward same-sex strangers, and/or maintaining close proximity with the mate and expressing mate-directed sociality during social intrusions. Mate-guarding behavior is an important reproductive strategy to avoid cuckoldry by a sexual rival (or "mate poaching"; Schmitt & Buss, 2001 ). Pair-living, affiliation, and fidelity are essential outcomes that characterize socially monogamous relationships, and mate guarding plays an important role in facilitating the preservation of these relationships.
Mate guarding is a prevalent trait across many primate social relationships, as both nonmonogamous and monogamous primates exhibit mate-guarding behaviors. For example, in nonmonogamous primates, including many Old World monkeys and hominoids, male aggression toward other adult males is quite prevalent. This behavior facilitates polyandry by enabling males to maintain and defend access to multiple mates, which in many primates is often determined by exhibiting dominance and aggression to maintain position in a social hierarchy (Alberts, Buchan, & Altmann, 2006; Arlet, Molleman, & Chapman, 2008; Boesch, Kohou, Néné, & Vigilant, 2006; Setchell, Charpentier, & Wickings, 2005; Watts, 1998; Weingrill, Lycett, Barrett, Hill, & Henzi, 2003) . Likewise, monogamous primates also engage in aggression toward same-sex adults to maintain sexual exclusivity with their long-term partners Digby, 1995b; Rangel-Negrín, Dias, Chavira, & Canales-Espinosa, 2011) . The distinct behavioral responses to a same-sex rival (i.e., selective aggression or mate-directed sociality) may be regulated by independent neurobiological mechanisms.
Sex Steroids. Given that one of the most prevalent mate-guarding behaviors is the expression of selective aggression toward same-sex strangers (i.e., protection against "threats to monogamy"), it is unsurprising that one of the key neurobiological modulators of mate guarding is the HPG axis, particularly the secretion of androgens. The importance of testosterone in mate guarding has been conceptualized in two primary hypotheses: The trade-off hypothesis suggests that the role of testosterone in mate guarding would depend on the presence of offspring. While increased testosterone is associated with enhanced motivation to seek sexual encounters, the presence of offspring leads to a reduction in testosterone and an increase in parental effort in most primates (Clark & Galef, 1999) . The challenge hypothesis predicts that monogamous males that engage in paternal care will show greater testosterone responsiveness to social challenges (e.g., intrasexual competition, territory establishment, mate guarding) than nonmonogamous, nonpaternal males (Wingfield, Lynn, & Soma, 2001; Wingfield, Hegner, Dufty, & Ball, 1990) . Taken together, these hypotheses predict that testosterone secretion should be transitory and responsive to social and environmental factors. In essence, the neurobiological regulation of mate guarding can both precede or initiate behavior, or be a consequence of behavioral or social changes.
The presence of mate-guarding behavior can depend on the degree of within-species competition, and there are clear associations between these behaviors and changes in androgens. For instance, marmosets and tamarins engage in both monogamous and polyandrous mating strategies, depending on a variety of environmental factors Digby, 1995b; Rangel-Negrín et al., 2011) . As a result, their behavioral repertoires and underlying hormonal status needs to be flexible to adapt to different types of group composition and variable probability of intra-and extragroup competition. Specifically, dominant male tamarins in a polyandrous group had significantly higher androgen levels compared to unrelated subordinate males, but not related subordinate males (Bales, French, McWilliams, Lake, & Dietz, 2006) . These differences in androgens based on group relatedness and mating strategy suggest that changes in androgens may regulate social cohesion among the group and competition toward nonkin. In marmosets, there aren't observed differences in testosterone levels between males in monogamous groups and polyandrous groups, although male marmosets in polyandrous groups copulate with the females significantly more than males in monogamous groups (Schaffner & French, 2004) . These observations are limited, and more work is needed to examine these changes experimentally in both males and females.
Androgens are also important for regulating mate-guarding behavior in primates that do not live in family groups.
FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK
For example, depending on environmental conditions, howler monkeys may live in male-female pairs or multiple-male groups. Male howler monkeys that live in single-male groups and have exclusive access to a female are much more likely to be challenged by extragroup males and thus are more likely to engage in mate-guarding behavior. Unlike in marmoset and tamarins, male howler monkeys living in male-female pairs have significantly higher testosterone levels than males living in multiple-male groups (RangelNegrín et al., 2011) and transiently increase their testosterone levels when solitary males are in close vicinity (Cristóbal-Azkarate, Chavira, Boeck, Rodríguez-Luna, & Veàl, 2006) . This suggests that testosterone secretion in males may be an anticipatory response to guard against reproductive conflict. Overall, these changes in androgen levels and behavior depend on both social status and group composition in species that engage in varying mating strategies.
Researchers have also attempted to elucidate the neurobiological underpinnings of mate-guarding behavior via experimental manipulations called "intruder tests." In these paradigms, a stranger is presented to a male-female pair and behavioral and endocrine responses are observed. The notion is that males will behave aggressively toward a male intruder, while females will behave aggressively toward a female intruder. For instance, both male and female marmosets display high levels of intrasexual aggression toward same-sex, unfamiliar intruders (Ross & French, 2011) . Moreover, the frequency and intensity of the aggressive encounter is positively associated with testosterone levels after the encounter in both males (Ross, French, & Patera, 2004 ) and females (Ross & French, 2011 ) (up to 24 hours later). These studies suggest that the degree of responsiveness is conditional upon the intensity of the aggressive encounter among pair-bonded partners.
Neuropeptides. Much of the research on mate guarding has focused primarily on the role of aggression during conflicts with potential sexual or social competition. However, mate guarding is multifaceted and encompasses affiliative and reconciliation-like behaviors both during and following encounters. To the best of our knowledge, there have yet to be any studies in NHPs that have specifically examined the role of neuropeptides in this mate-directed sociality component of mate guarding, but it is likely that the neuropeptide mechanisms underlying social bonding would be involved in mate guarding as well. OT and AVP have surprisingly received little attention in this area in NHPs despite AVP's roles in intruder aggression in monogamous rodent species (Bester-Meredith & Marler, 2001; Gobrogge, Liu, Young, & Wang, 2009; Winslow, Hastings, Carter, Harbaugh, & Insel, 1993; Young, Winslow, Nilson, & Insel, 1997 ) and OT's role in regulating human ethnocentrism (De Dreu, Greer, van Kleef, Shalvi, & Handgraaf, 2011) and aggression during social conflict in monogamous rodent species (Bales & Carter, 2003; Trainor, Takahashi, Silva, Crean, & Hostetler, 2010) , in addition to the profound impact of OT and AVP on attachment, parental care, reward, and social cognition (Carter, 2013; Gaustella & MacLeod, 2012; Lee, Macbeth, Pagani, & Young, 2009; MacDonald & MacDonald, 2010) .
One study in titi monkeys has shown that a laboratory simulation of an intruder (with the use of a mirror instead of a live animal) elicited typical behavioral responses but did not alter concentrations of neuropeptides; however, neuropeptides were correlated with specific behaviors that are involved in the maintenance of pair bonds, including aggressive body postures and increased approaches toward their mate during these "intrusions" (Fisher-Phelps et al., 2016) . This affiliative mate guarding (e.g., increased social proximity and prosocial behavior toward mates) is likely to be especially important for pair-living and may be an important distinction between mate guarding in monogamous and nonmonogamous species. Examining the role of neuropeptides and their integration with other neurobiological systems during and following a variety of major social conflicts is an area of growing importance and interest (de Dreu & Kret,, 2016; van Anders et al., 2011) .
Social Attachment
High-quality social bonds provide advantages to health and well-being, including providing "protection" against predation, aggression, disease, and environmental stressors (Ditzen & Heinrichs, 2014) and improving survival and reproductive success (Hazan & Diamond, 2000) . Attachments underlying monogamous relationships might similarly provide both reproductive and individual health benefits. Behavioral and physiological responses to mate separation have been used as measures of social attachment between mates (Mason & Mendoza, 1998; Mendoza & Mason, 1997) , much like measures of the attachment of an infant to its mother (Hoffman, Mendoza, Hennessy, & Mason, 1995) . Individuals separated from their pair-mate generally display increased vocalization rate, heart rate, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity, and locomotor activity (Mendoza & Mason, 1986) . These behavioral and physiological indicators of separation distress are indicative of an attachment between mates. The presence of a long-term mate can also serve as a powerful buffer against environmental stressors (i.e., social buffering). In NHPs that display social buffering, the benefits of social support may occur either through passive presence of a pair-mate or active intervention by a pair-mate (e.g., vocal reassurance, physical contact) during a stressor, mitigating the physiological and behavioral stress response (Cohen & Willis, 1985; Levine, 1993; Smith, McGreer-Whitworth, & French, 1998) . Partners in a monogamous relationship can therefore utilize each other to minimize the negative impacts of stressors and can benefit from the widespread social advantages associated with social attachments.
NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY
Glucocorticoids. Social support produces social buffering through attenuation of the glucocorticoid HPA axis response and to a stressor as well as reductions in anxiety. Marmosets and titi monkeys exhibit attenuated cortisol levels in response to a novel stressor when in the presence of their pair-mate compared to when alone (Hennessy, Mendoza, Mason, & Moberg, 1995; Smith & French, 1997) . This reduction in cortisol response does not occur when nonmonogamous NHPs experience a stressor with a conspecific . Stimuli associated with the pair-mate can also serve the same stressbuffering function: Marmosets that are exposed to environmental novelty but hear recorded vocalizations from their pair-mate during this stressor have reduced cortisol relative to stressor exposure without the partner's vocalizations (Rukstalis & French, 2005) . This "vocal buffering" effect is specific to the pair-mate's vocalizations, because marmosets undergoing the stress paradigm that heard vocalizations from an unfamiliar opposite-sex marmoset conversely exhibited augmented cortisol responses relative to the silent condition (Rukstalis & French, 2005) . These findings suggest that the neural mechanisms that mediate social buffering may have been shaped to reflect speciesspecific social structure and mating systems, and that in species exhibiting monogamous traits social buffering is uniquely induced by a pair-mate.
In addition, glucocorticoid levels prior to pairing may influence the development of a pair bond. Marmosets that were socially isolated prior to pairing had higher cortisol levels relative to marmosets housed socially prior to pairing, and these cortisol differences persisted throughout the first three months of cohabitation with a pair-mate (Smith, Birnie, & French, 2011) . These glucocorticoid differences were associated with alterations in the time course of pairbond formation: Previously isolated marmosets spent more time in close proximity to their pair-mate than did nonisolated marmosets (Smith et al., 2011) , indicating the potential for glucocorticoid levels to alter interactions between partners. These data suggest not only that changes in glucocorticoid levels are a consequence of exposure to a stressor, and that the presence of a pair-mate can serve as a potent social buffer, but that glucocorticoid levels may influence the social interactions with a new partner.
Neuropeptides. While there are a number of neurobiological pathways that contribute to the stressbuffering effect of social support, including the sympathetic nervous system, limbic and cortical regions (e.g., amygdala, hippocampus, prefrontal cortex), and the HPA axis (Ditzen & Heinrichs, 2014; Hostinar, Sullivan, & Gunnar, 2014) , the OT system has been identified as a leading candidate for the regulation of social buffering. In titi monkeys, both short-and long-term isolations from a pair-mate led to increases in OT levels in cerebral spinal fluid, potentially as a motivational signal to seek out their pair-mate. Moreover, reunion with their pair-mate stimulated release of OT both centrally and peripherally in male, but not female, titi monkeys (Hinde et al., 2016) . Thus, OT synthesis and release is related to both separation distress and reunion with a long-term pairmate.
The OT system may have HPA-axis-reducing properties independent of social interactions. In nonmonogamous NHPs, OT administration is associated with decreased plasma ACTH (but not cortisol) after social isolation (Parker, Buckmaster, Schatzberg, & Lyons, 2005) , indicating a potential for OT to attenuate physiological stress responses to social cues. Alternatively, OT's effects on social motivation may moderate OT's stress-attenuating properties. In pair-living marmosets, blocking the OT system with antagonists results in increased HPA axis activity during a stressor, as well as reduced time spent in proximity to a pair-mate, compared to treatment with a control (Cavanaugh, Carp, Rock, & French, 2016) . However, treatment with an OT agonist did not alter either the behavioral or physiological stress response during social separation . These results suggest that the OT system may be important for the expression of mateseeking behavior and social buffering during stress in marmosets.
OT has also been implicated in social support in humans. Individuals allowed to recover from a stressor with a longterm partner show central and peripheral OT release that facilitates the attenuation of the HPA axis and the associated psychosocial stress (Grewen et al., 2005; Heinrichs, Baumgartner, Kirschbaum, & Ehlert, 2003) , and positive interactions between romantic partners have a stress-buffering effect on cortisol levels (Ditzen, Hoppmann, & Klumb, 2008) . When OT was administered intranasally during couple conflict, positive communication between partners increased, circulating cortisol levels decreased (Ditzen et al., 2009) , and small blister wounds healed more quickly in marital couples (Gouin et al., 2010) , relative to individuals that received a control. Thus, the HPA axis and OT system appear to be intricately linked in the regulation of social buffering.
Dopamine and Opioids. The reward system also plays a role in the expression of separation distress and social buffering, both independently and through interactions with the glucocorticoid system. There have been a limited number of studies conducted on the effect of both the dopamine and opioid systems on pair behavior generally and social buffering specifically. Blocking κ-opioid receptors in male titi monkeys reduces some behavioral expressions of separation distress (e.g., locomotion) when temporarily separated from a pair-mate; however, this treatment had no effect on isolation vocalizations or the hormonal response (cortisol) to the stressor (Ragen et al., 2015) . Though activating κ-opioid receptors in the presence of a social partner facilitates a separation distress response in rat pups, it does not have this effect in titi monkeys (Carden, Hernandez, & Hofer, FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK 1996; Ragen et al., 2015) . Thus, the presence of a pair-mate may have the potential to buffer the negative emotional effects of the κ-opioid receptor agonist (Ragen et al., 2015) .
The opioid system has effects on other neural systems as well, including the HPA axis. Activation of κ-opioid receptors increases levels of stress hormones, including glucocorticoids (Calogero et al., 1996; Pascoe et al., 2008) , while activating μ -opioid receptors decreases cortisol concentrations (Broadbear, Winger, & Woods, 2004) . Social context may also influence the effect of opioid manipulation on HPA axis functioning. Male titi monkeys treated with an opioid antagonist displayed increased cortisol responses to a stressor when alone compared to when their pair-mates were present (Ragen et al., 2013) . Opioid effects on the stress response are not limited to cortisol. AVP concentrations in male titi monkeys, another neurohormone released as part of the response to a stressor (Ring, 2005) , were higher in socially separated males that had also been treated with an opioid antagonist than in similarly treated males that were not separated from partners (Ragen et al., 2013) . Taken together, these findings suggest that the presence of a pairmate alleviates the negative behavioral and hormonal effects of opioid antagonism, providing support for the role of the opioid system in social buffering.
Biparental Care
In primates, monogamy and biparental care often go hand in hand, as there is significant overlap between species characterized as monogamous and those that engage in biparental care (Lukas & Clutton-Brock, 2013) . Unlike most nonmonogamous species, monogamous fathers are bonded to mothers and maintain that social relationship across the development of the offspring. Paternal care in primates varies in both form and intensity between and within species, but is generally defined as any form of care selectively directed toward offspring that results in improved fitness (Kleiman & Malcolm, 1981) . Paternal care in primates includes but is not necessarily limited to (1) carrying preambulatory young, (2) grooming, (3) food sharing, (4) support during agonistic interactions with peers, (5) protection against infanticide or predation, (6) playing, (7) huddling, and (8) teaching behavioral skills. Only a few primate genera display direct, conspicuous, and sustained levels of paternal care, most notably marmosets, tamarins, titi monkeys, and owl monkeys (Fernandez-Duque, Valeggia, & Mendoza, 2009; French, Fite, & Ross, 2008; Spence-Aizenberg, Di Fiore, & Fernandez-Duque, 2016) , but also lemurs (Overdorff & Tecot, 2006) . Paternal care in New World monkeys is so vital to the survival and wellbeing of offspring that the fathers' biology changes (e.g., decreased testosterone) during their mates' pregnancies to prime fathers for the arrival of offspring (Ziegler, Prudom, Schultz-Darken, Kurian, & Snowdon, 2006; Ziegler, Washabaugh, & Snowdon, 2004) .
Several other primate species show less extensive and overt paternal investment, including gibbons (Lappan, 2008; Rafacz, Margulis, & Santymire, 2012) , and to a lesser extent some Old World monkeys that are generally categorized as neither monogamous nor paternal (Bolin, 1981; Buchan, Alberts, Silk, & Altmann, 2003; Burton, 1972; RangelNegrín et al., 2011; Small, 1990) . While a high proportion of primates compared to all other mammals display paternal care, the majority of primates do not engage in any form of direct or indirect paternal care and will typically show only tolerance of offspring or occasionally affiliation, but the vast majority of these species are nonmonogamous.
Neuropeptides. The OT and AVP systems have also been implicated in parenthood and the modulation of offspring care patterns in biparental species (Bosch & Neumann, 2012; Feldman, Weller, Zagoory-Sharon, & Levine, 2007; Rilling & Young, 2014) . Female mammals are primed for motherhood by hormonal and neural changes associated with pregnancy and lactation, including alterations in circulation of steroid hormones, prolactin, and OT (Bosch & Neumann, 2012) . Males in biparental species also experience changes in hormonal status during the period of intense offspring care. Further, parental experience profoundly influences both the expression of parental care behavior, including responsiveness to offspring, and the underlying neurobiology (French et al., 2008) . Paternally experienced marmoset fathers that are not currently caring for dependent offspring have significantly higher levels of OT and prolactin, and reduced levels of DA in hypothalamic explants, than paternally inexperienced fathers (Woller et al., 2012) . Because males were not currently caring for dependent offspring at the time of sampling, these results suggest that male brains undergo long-term changes associated with previous paternal experience. Further, primiparous and multiparous marmoset fathers have a higher density of dendritic spines on pyramidal AVP neurons in the prefrontal cortex than nulliparous adult males. Fatherhood also enhances the overall abundance of V1aR in the prefrontal cortex, but does not alter the density and distribution of V1b, OTR, or the prolactin receptor (Kozorovitskiy, Hughes, Lee, & Gould, 2006) . These results suggest that engaging in paternal care serves as a potent stimulus for neuropeptide release and receptor expression in the forebrain, and provides evidence for structural organization of the parental brain as a result of offspring care experience.
For many NHPs, the most intense and energy-demanding period of offspring care is during the first postpartum month, when young wholly depend on caregivers for warmth, protection, transportation, and nutrition. During this early period of offspring care, infant-licking behavior is positively related to postpartum OT level in mothers, fathers, and even alloparents (Finkenwirth, Martins, Deschner, & Burkart, 2016) . Postweaning, marmoset offspring still depend on caregivers for nutrition. Proactive food sharing, a relatively rare behavior that is characterized both by caregiver willingness to share solid food and the absence of offspring begging, is positively related to NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY caregivers urinary OT levels during the late period of offspring care (Finkenwirth et al., 2016) . Marmoset fathers receiving a high dose of intracerebroventricular OT express higher rates of food sharing with older offspring, while fathers receiving a low dose of OT express higher rates of food sharing with younger offspring, each made manifest by a reduction in fathers' propensity to refuse offspring in a food transfer test (Saito & Nakamura, 2011) . These results suggest that the OT system regulates maternal, paternal, and alloparental caregiver motivation and promotes paternal tolerance of offspring.
In biparental rodents, stimulation of the AVP system typically increases, while inhibition of the AVP system decreases, the expression of parental behavior (BesterMeredith & Marler, 2001; Bosch & Neumann, 2012; Wang, Ferris, & De Vries, 1994) ; however, this line of research has also shown us that AVP's effects are sex specific and are contingent upon patterns of species-typical offspring care. In marmosets, intranasal AVP reduces the latency to respond to infant cues in females, and intranasal OT quickens responsiveness to infant cues in males (Taylor & French, 2015) . However, neither intranasal AVP or OT affect sustained interest in infant stimuli, and OT or AVP antagonist treatments did not alter either measure of parental responsiveness (Taylor & French, 2015) . These findings suggest that both the OT and AVP systems regulate parental responsiveness in a pair-living NHP.
These results are in line with what we know about the relationship between peripheral OT levels and social interactions between caregivers and offspring in humans. Peripheral measures of OT have been linked to touch and gaze synchrony between caregivers and infant (Feldman et al., 2012) . Children that experience a social stressor and receive maternal vocal comfort show reduced salivary cortisol and increased salivary OT, compared to children that receive no maternal comfort (Seltzer, Ziegler, & Pollak, 2010) , suggesting that the OT system may mediate the attenuation of the physiological stress response from positive comfort from a caregiver.
Sex Steroids. Monogamous males that engage in paternal care must determine the proportion of energy to allocate to intrasexual competition and mate attraction versus the energy devoted to offspring care. In species that exhibit paternal care, testosterone levels are typically increased during courtship and mating, and relatively lower during periods where paternal care is required, potentially due to high levels of testosterone interfering with paternal investment (French et al., 2008; Saltzman & Ziegler, 2014; compare Trainor & Marler, 2001) . If one of the functions of testosterone variation is to modulate mating and paternal effort, then it is expected that HPG axis activity will vary during the differential allocation of reproductive effort (i.e., mating and parenting). Male golden lion tamarins have significantly higher androgen levels during the mating season than during the birth/infant care season (Bales et al., 2006) . The period of time when marmoset fathers engage in maximal infant-carrying behavior coincides with significant declines in testosterone titers (Nunes, Fite, & French, 2000) , suggesting that testosterone secretion differs as a function of the level of investment. Moreover, males that engage in high levels of paternal effort have consistently lower levels of testosterone across the postpartum period than males that engage in low levels of paternal effort (Nunes et al., 2001) , indicating that testosterone appears to vary as a function of both the active expression of paternal care and paternal experience in monogamous marmosets. This increased investment in paternal care, during the period of low testosterone secretion, may be a corollary with a decrease in mating effort with either a pair-mate or an opposite-sex stranger. In male siamangs, androgen titers rise during the prepartum period and subsequently decrease as parturition approaches (Rafacz et al., 2012) , potentially as a result of signals gleaned from their pregnant mates. Thus, androgens appear to mediate the trade-off between mating effort and paternal effort in monogamous NHPs.
This pattern of testosterone secretion and mating/paternal effort is also seen in humans, as pair-bonded men (Kuzawa et al., 2009 ) and fathers (Berg & Wynne-Edwards, 2001; Muller, Marlowe, Bugumba, & Ellison, 2009; Storey, Noseworthy, Delahunty, Halfyard, & McKay, 2011) have lower levels of bioavailable testosterone compared to single men and nonfathers, respectively. However, there is notable overlap between fatherhood and relationship status (i.e., unmarried men are typically nonfathers and fathers are often married) that partially confounds this comparison. Examination of cultural differences in mating systems, as well as norms for offspring care, has allowed researchers to begin to tease apart the relative contributions of each (see Alvergne, Faurie, & Raymond, 2009; Gettler, McDade, Feranil, & Kuzawa, 2011; Gray, Jeffrey Yang, & Pope, 2006; Muller et al., 2009) , with parental status and relationship status contributing independently. There is also growing evidence that testosterone may modulate a trade-off between mating and parenting effort in women, with both marriage and motherhood being associated with lower testosterone levels (Barrett, Tran, et al., 2013; Kuzawa, Gettler, Huang, & McDade, 2010) .
A decrease in testosterone concentration during periods of high paternal effort may be mediated by cues from the infants. In humans, fathers with lower testosterone levels displayed more sympathetic and alert responses to infant cries (Fleming, Corter, Stallings, & Steiner, 2002) . Moreover, exposure to infant cries elicits rapid changes in testosterone secretion, but the response is modulated by father's responses. Fathers that exhibited nurturant responses also had a decline in testosterone, while fathers that were prevented from expressing nurturant responses displayed an increase in testosterone (van Anders, Tolman, & Volling, 2012) . In marmosets, paternally experienced fathers had lower testosterone levels after exposure to their own offspring's scent but not to a novel infant's scent. Importantly, testosterone reductions (concurrent with FRENCH, CAVANAUGH, MUSTOE, CARP, AND WOMACK elevated estrogens) occurred only when scents were from two-week-old infants and not when scents were from threemonth-old infants. These results suggest the olfactory cues from related dependent offspring may be signals for HPG axis regulation and testosterone decline during the period of maximal paternal care in marmoset fathers. However, paired but paternally inexperienced males did not experience declines in testosterone concentrations (Prudom et al., 2008) . Thus, testosterone secretion appears to be contingent on the relatedness of the infant, whether the infant is of a dependent age, and paternal experience. Interestingly, in families with stillborn infants or in families that experience postpartum infant mortality, fathers' postpartum reduction in testosterone levels occurs irrespective of whether infants are present (Nunes et al., 2000; Ziegler, Wegner, Carlson, Lazaro-Perea, & Snowdon, 2000) . This suggests that direct exposure to infants may not necessarily be required to down-regulate testosterone secretion during the postpartum period, and that male hormonal responses may be related to other environmental cues.
Testosterone levels are also influenced by other factors during the postpartum period, including signals from a mate. In particular, if a female ovulates shortly after parturition, males have a very clear choice to allocate reproductive effort to mating behavior or to offspring care. Furthermore, the biological response to these opposing cues is a good test of the trade-off between mating effort and paternal effort. Testosterone levels were significantly greater in tamarin fathers whose partners ovulated within two weeks postpartum than in fathers whose partners ovulated more than two weeks postpartum . Despite an increase in androgens that coincided with their mates' postpartum ovulation, tamarin fathers did not express diminished caregiving effort during the period of offspring dependence (Ziegler, Jacoris, & Snowdon, 2004) . Thus, it does not appear that short-term increases in testosterone and mating behavior in response to their mates' postpartum ovulation interrupts the expression of paternal care (Storey & Ziegler, 2016) . These results suggest that variation in testosterone during the paternal care period may be associated with a partner's fertile period rather than in response to infants. Yet single and paired male marmosets with no dependent offspring had increased plasma testosterone titers in response to novel scent secretions of ovulatory females, while marmoset fathers showed no change in testosterone levels (Ziegler et al., 2005) . This indicates that experienced fathers may be less responsive to ovulatory cues from unfamiliar females when they are committed to paternal care. Furthermore, these results suggest that male primates that engage in significant offspring care need to have flexible hormonal responses to olfactory and multimodal signals from their mates and offspring, and it appears that testosterone may mediate this differential allocation of reproduction effort.
Paternal experience may modulate the influence of testosterone on the expression of paternal care. The increase in testosterone levels during late gestation is typically followed by a decrease in testosterone levels postpartum and may be due to mate guarding or territorial defense . Male marmosets with offspring care experience had significantly lower testosterone levels across the postpartum period than did males without prior offspring care experience (Nunes et al., 2001) . In male marmosets without paternal care experience, urinary testosterone levels tended to be lowest during the period of maximal infant care, while males with offspring care experience had consistently low levels of testosterone during times of paternal care (Cavanaugh & French, 2013) , suggesting the role of testosterone in paternal care may diminish as males gain offspring care experience.
Overall, these studies suggest that in pair-living NHPs the period of elevated paternal effort is associated with decreases in testosterone concentrations. Moreover, males that engage in high levels of paternal care have lower levels of testosterone than males that engage in low levels of paternal effort. This hormone--behavior relationship is analogous to the pattern seen in human fathers (Alvergne et al., 2009; Fleming et al., 2002; Gettler, McDade, Feranil, & Kuzawa, 2011; Storey et al., 2011) . Thus, testosterone appears to mediate a trade-off between mating effort and paternal effort in monogamous primates that engage in extensive paternal care.
Concluding Remarks
It is clear that primate monogamy is not simply a unitary trait but is instead an amalgam of numerous social components, including pair-living, selective partner preference, distress following mate separation, maintaining social and sexual exclusivity, and biparental care of offspring. We have shown that monogamous relationships in primates commonly share many behavioral features. In some cases, species show the full spectrum of behavioral traits that comprise monogamy (e.g., titi monkeys); in other cases, species exhibit variable expression of the "menu items" associated with social monogamy (e.g., marmosets, tamarins). Thus, our proposition that social monogamy is not a unitary construct, either at the individual level or at the species level, appears to be a worthy heuristic approach for both human and nonhuman primates. Primate monogamous relationships are a product of a diverse collection of elemental social features-hence, monogamy à la carte.
The neurobiological mechanisms regulating these behavioral features are critical puzzle pieces toward revealing the underpinnings of monogamy in nonhuman primates. As mentioned at the outset (and borne out in the blank cells in Table 1 ), there are many missing pieces of the puzzle regarding the impact of the endocrine, neuroendocrine, and neurotransmitters that mediate and modulate social phenotypes in marmosets. Several themes, however, emerge from this review, most obviously with regard to neuropeptides.
First, both oxytocin and vasopressin have been demonstrated to influence all component elements of social monogamy. Experimental and correlational studies reveal that elevated neuropeptide activity enhances pair-bonding, mate guarding, social NEUROBIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES OF PRIMATE MONOGAMY attachment, and paternal care. The few studies that have blocked neuropeptide action in the brain pharmacologically have yielded evidence consistent with this hypothesis. Second, sex steroids appear to have differential effects on separate components of social monogamy. Elevated estrogens are associated with the pair-bonding process in females, and elevated androgens are also associated with bond formation in males. The role of androgens in paternal care, in contrast, appears to be inhibitory. Males that engage in high rates of contact with dependent infants have lower androgen levels, and androgen levels are lower in paternally experienced males than in first-time fathers or offspring-naive males. Because neurons expressing steroid receptors are present in many locations in the brain, it must be the case that androgens in particular have differential effects on neural circuits regulating partner-directed versus offspringdirected behavior. Third, the few studies that have tested dopamine or opioid modulation of social behavior in monogamous primates suggest complexity in the influence of these systems on the traits associated with social monogamy. Given the wide variety of receptor subtypes for these two classes of neural signals, this is not surprising.
In summary, our review has highlighted the folly of defining a monogamous relationship or classifying a species as monogamous based on a single social phenotype. No careful observer of human sociosexual relationships would attempt to classify the species Homo sapiens as monogamous or nonmonogamous, given the diverse array of both romantic and sexual relationships both among and within cultures. Likewise, it would appear to be a similar fool's errand to hypothesize that a single biological mechanism can account for behavioral traits that lead to all components of a socially monogamous lifestyle or life history. Monogamy is clearly a multivariate trait that is regulated by complex brain chemistry, and we are just beginning to scratch the surface of the nature of the causal links among neurobiological systems and monogamy.
